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ANOSOV DOES NOT IMPLY INFINITESIMALLY ERGODIC

R. C. SWANSON AND CARMEN CHICONE

Abstract. A class of hyperbolic toral automorphisms is exhibited which are

not infinitesimally ergodic. These provide counterexamples to the conjecture

that Anosov diffeomorphisms are infinitesimally ergodic.

In [2, p. 944], J. Robbin conjectured that Anosov diffeomorphisms are

infinitesimally ergodic. In this note we disprove the conjecture by showing the

existence of a class of hyperbolic toral automorphisms which fail to be

infinitesimally ergodic.

Let G: M -» M denote a diffeomorphism of the compact manifold M. The

adjoint representation G * is the operator on vector fields X given by

G*X = TG ° X » G~x.

If w denotes a G-invariant measure on M, let HX(TM) = HX(TM, u>) denote

the Sobolev space of vector fields with one square-integrable weak derivative.

G is infinitesimally ergodic if the bounded operator

/- G*:HX(TM)^>HX(TM)

has dense range. The adjoint

(G*)*:H-X(T*M)^H-X(T*M)

is the continuous extension of the operator "pull-back by G" on smooth

differential forms.

A unimodular matrix with integer entries and spectrum off the unit circle

projects to a diffeomorphism of T" = R"/Z" called a hyperbolic toral

automorphism.

Theorem. // A is a hyperbolic toral automorphism with two distinct eigen-

values inside (outside) the unit circle, then A is not infinitesimally ergodic.

Proof. We construct a nonzero tj E H~X(T*M) which lies in the kernel of

/ - (A*)*. Regarding elements tj E H~X(T*M) as n-tuples of functions (in

H ~ X(M)) we express tj as a vector Fourier series

*(*)-2*00**'*0
where p E Z" and tj(/í) E C. As (A*)*r¡ = A' ° tj ° A (A' denotes the

transpose), tj lies in the kernel of I — (A *)* when its Fourier coefficients
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satisfy

A'rj((A')-xp) = ü(p). (1)

For simplicity assume A has distinct eigenvalues. Then B = (A')~x is also

hyperbolic with distinct eigenvalues (a„ A-} such that \a¡\ < 1 < |Ay-|. By

hypothesis, we assume |A,| < |A2|. Now, choose a basis Wk of unit eigenvec-

tors and renorm R " by defining

II2 q^lP-SteP.
Let p E Z" he a vector with nonzero projection onto the eigenvector corre-

sponding to A2 and let f/( p) be the eigenvector of unit length corresponding to

A,. Define rj(v) = Bkrj(p) if v = Bkp and fj(i') = 0 otherwise. With this

definition, (A #)*tj = 77. We complete the proof by showing r/ G H~X(T*M),

i.e.

2||t}(5V)II2(1 + PVII2)"'<«>-
A:

From the choice of f}(ju), (1) gives

\\v(Bkp)\\2 = \Xx\2k,

and for k > 0 the choice of norm gives

PVll2>|x2|2W

where p2 is the projection of p onto the eigenvector corresponding to A2.

These   estimates    show    that   the   summands   are    dominated   by

N2*l*2r2*lf*2r2forA: >0andby|A,|2*forA: < 0. Hence, n EH-\T*M).

Q.E.D.
Example. The block diagonal matrix (A, B) given by

Hî !) -d '-(. .)
defines a hyperbolic toral automorphism on T4 which is not infinitesimally

ergodic.

Remark. In 2-dimensions, hyperbolic toral automorphisms are infinitesi-

mally ergodic [1].
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